ROLE OF A CHOREOGRAPHER

**Workshops**
Ideation, music, student collaboration

**Artistic Assistant(s)**
Helps evolve movements

**Casting**
How many dancers and what role do they play

**Repetiteurs**
NBS artistic faculty help with rehearsals and production of the performance

**Assembles a full creative team**

- Costume designer – fashions all the costumes for every dancer (NBS has its own wardrobe department to create all costumes)
- Lighting designer – creates the mood and atmosphere
- Set/production designer – models and builds every prop and piece on stage
- Dancers – in addition to learning the choreography, sometimes dancers are engaged in every aspect of the creative process

**Creates the Vision of the Piece:**

- **Music**
- **Concept**
- **Vocabulary**
  - CONTEMPORARY
  - CLASSICAL

**Set Design**

**Lighting**